
 
 
Gps Tours/ Touren in Hua Hin  
 

 
 
Hua Hin Individual Tours (GPS files) – Family Vacation Combination 
 
At Thailand cycle Tours we appreciate that it sometimes difficult to manage family holiday 
expectations. Families often have husbands that enjoys cycling, while their wives and children 
often appreciate the more relaxing aspects of a family vacation. It is with in mind we are the 
first Cycling Tour Company that has created a holiday that can cater for both aspects and 
leave ample time, each day for husbands, wives and children alike to embrace all the cultural 
and relaxing opportunities Thailand and Hua Hin has to offer. Obviously if the lady of the 
house is also a keen cyclist, then we welcome their participation greatly. 
 
The objective of the Individual (GPS Tours) is to offer 5 - 7 one days routes for Roadbikes 
and also Hybride bikes through beautiful surroundings, all departing and retuning to Hua Hin 
each day. The rides will vary between 25km and 150km,  
 



Roadbike /Rennradtouren : 
 
Tour 1: Dolphine Bay (93 km 390 HM) 
 
« A longer day on excellent roads and utilizing the new cycle paths recently installed. You 
will pass the 7 kings giant statues, before hitting the coastal road and following tropical bays 
and coconut lined beaches before reaching the stunning natural rock and mountain 
formations of Sam Roi Yot National Park. 
 
Tour 2: The 4 Lakes (124 km 600 HM) 
 
« One off the most beautifull tour along 4 lakes on good roads with nearly no traffic and one 
small section on 4 km gravelroad. » 
 
Tour 3:  Hilly behind Pranburi Lake and Back (130 km 700 HM) 
 
« This tour goes on the back side of the Pranburi Lake and for the way back to Khao Kalok 
Beach to Hua Hin. » 
 
Tour 4: Black Mountain Easy  (42 km 150 HM) 
 
« This route goes west side of Hua Hin along the Golf Course Black Mountain and the 
Waterpark. » 
 
Tour 5: Palm Hills (68 km 250 HM) 
 
« One easy round in the backyards of Hua Hin across the Palm Hills Golf Course and  the 
Stamford University. » 
 
Tour 6: Palau Waterfall and back (135 km 1000 HM) 
 
« A day of climbing through one of the last places in Thailand where wild elephants roam 
free. You will climb over a 1000m during the ride and see some stunning views and end up so 
close to Burma it will show on your gps that it lies just over the mountain .» 
 
Tour 7: Vineyard /Weinberg (96 km 800 HM) 
 
« For us the nicest course here in Hua Hin along the Pranburi lake over 3 small climbs to the 
vineyard and then back to Hua Hin. » (3 km of gravelroads) 
 
Tour 8: Easy Vineyard / Weinberg (80 km 400 HM) 
 
« A day to view Watt Mongol a huge Buddhist shrine and then up to the only Vineyard in the 
area, a very enjoyable ride and some breathtaking views from the very pretty Vineyard 
restaurant. There is also a killer hill just next to it, for those who like to raise their heart 
rate. » 
 
 
 
 



Tour 9: Pranburi Mangrove Forest MTB ( 41 km 138 HM) 
 
« You will utilizing the new cycle paths recently installed. You will pass the 7 kings giant 
statues, climb up a short hill to the temple and passing the mangrove forest. » 
 
Tour 10: Around Pranburi Lake with 15 km Gravelroad (130 km 900 HM) 
 
« This route bring you arround the Pranburi lake, very beautifull landscape without any cars 
behind the lake but 15 km gravel roads. The challenging Route ! » 
 
Some picture from Hua Hin: 
 

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  
 
 

 
 
Family Vacation Elements : 
 
While your husband is riding and training, what does Hua Hin to offer for the lady of the 
house and for children. 
 



As well as the obvious relaxing facilities the carefully selected hotels an resorts have to offer, 
Hua Hin is truly rich in culture, shopping and fun activities for all the family. 
 
There many kilometers of awe inspiring white sandy coconut lined beaches with safe 
swimming and water sports equipment available to rent. 
 
Hua Hin has an abundance of world class spas and dozens of massage shops all offering a 
host of relaxing and beatifying options to help you unwind and unlike Europe, the prices are 
so good, you might want to take serval trips to them during your stay.  
 
Hua Hin has some fine shopping including one large existing Shopping Mall with many 
famous brands and restaurants and a Majorplex cinema. Blue Port Shopping Mall is under 
construction and will house such famous brands as Gucci, Armani a total new high class mall 
aimed at the Bangkok elite who visit Hu Hin on weekends. There are also two night markets 
and the vibrant and totally unique Cica Weekend market that is a real mix of hand made art, 
goods and food and always lots of live music. It’s a truly unique and enjoyable way to spend 
an evening. 
 
There are 3 world class adventure water parks, the newest being Vana Navara, Asia's first 
tropical rainforest themed water park, a sure fired way of keeping the kids happy, from rock 
climbing to surfing or crazy water slides, it has it all. 
 
There are also two kite surfing lakes in the area, so anybody wishing to learn how to kite surf 
can take a lesson and make their kite surfing learning curve much quicker. Hua Hin is hugely 
popular for sea going kite surfers and on most days you will see many people skipping along 
the waves powered by their huge kites, there are many schools offering this experience and 
opportunity to learn.  
 
There is an abundance of world class golf courses, including Black Mountain which often 
host major televised tournaments that attract some of the world biggest names in the sport.  
 
If submersing yourself in Thai culture appeals there are many opportunities, from elephant 
trekking, Thai cooking and yoga classes are all available.  
 
The many beautiful and interesting Buddhist shrines and temples to visit, including the 
Monkey Temple at Koa Takiab, along with its breathtaking views overlooking the town and 
beaches below, hundreds of monkeys reside there, taken care of by the monks, who for a 
small donation will through nuts into the masses of monkeys and you see a mad scramble to 
get to them first.  
 
Hua Hin is a Royal Town, the king himself resides often in his palace in the centre of town 
and sometimes the grounds are open to public, many other Royals have residences around the 
town and because of this, the town holds a very special place in Thai peoples hearts. There is 
also the old teak Palace at Cha Am just a few Kilometers up the road which is always open to 
the general public. 
 
Hua Hin surrounding areas, have some truly unique views and scenery, most impressive being 
that of Sam Roi Yot National Park. Take a day trip there and you will climb up into thee 
mountain, before descending into an huge underworld cavern that is so unique, it  feels like a 
dinosaur could walk past you at any moment. At the top of the cavern there is a natural hole to 



the sky and a certain time of day the sun sends a beam of light down on to shrine that is 
illuminated by its rays for a few moments. 
 
When it comes to food and drink, Hua Hin is probably one broadest offerings you will find 
anywhere in the world, literally hundreds of restaurants and bars catering for every possible 
taste you may have, a global melting pot with influences from all over the globe and 
obviously a huge amount of Thai choice, Hua Hin is especially famous for it beach side sea 
restaurants. 
 
Basically, just because your husband is out training it doesn’t mean just sitting waiting by the 
pool for him to return. Hua Hin really does have a huge diversity of opportunities for the 
whole family and the prices are so inexpensive you wont need to break the bank to enjoy 
them. Most people who visit Thailand and Hua Hin once are sure to want to return time and 
time again. 
All of the attractions and experiences mentioned above, our staff can assist you in your 
choices, we want the whole family to enjoy the experience and we will go out of our way to 
make it the holiday of a lifetime. 
 
Included: 
 

! Excellent hand picked Hotels&Resorts  4 to 5 Stars 
! 7 nights with breakfasts 
! Bike rental Aluminium Bike with 105 or Hybride Bike 
! Gps files  
! Thailand Cycle Tours jersey 
! Thailand Cycle Tours waterbottle 
! Saddlebag with spare innertube and minipump 

 
 
Optional Extras : 
 

! Upgrade for a Carbon Bike 
! Guiding tours around Hua Hin on request 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thailand Cycle Tours 
Ls Sport Thailand Co. LTD 

551 Moo 1 Hin lek fai, Hua Hin , Prachuap Khiri Khan 77110 
Email : info@thailandcycletours.com 

Tel : +66(0) 632 5678 01 
Tel : +66(0) 632 5678 02 

 


